
PIPPA TOTE
C R O C H E T  P A T T E R N

Cathedrals Cafés



Design & Styling Inspiration
The Pippa Tote is a funky little shopper bag. She’s perfect for
weekends, running errands, the market, brunch, or when you just want
to add a little pop to your look. I designed her with having fun in mind.
Equally at home with a cozy sweatshirt and your favorite broken in
jeans as she is with a dress and cute heels for date night. I hope you
love her as much as I do.

xoxo,
Erin
Cathedrals & Cafes

Materials
2 skeins Hoooked Zpagetti in any two colors you like
Size US P/Q (15 mm) crochet hook
Stitch marker
Scissors

Finished Dimensions
14"/36 cm W x 10"/26 cm H (from base to top of handle). Gauge is not
important. Bag may be slightly larger or smaller when complete.

Abbreviations
All Cathedrals & Cafes crochet patterns are written in US terms.

blo - back loop only
ch - chain
sc - single crochet
sk - skip

Notes
Bag is worked in unjoined rounds using 2 strands held together
throughout. Two strands make for a sturdier bag. For this pattern,
“main color” refers to light pink, “alternate color” refers to dark pink.

https://www.hoookedyarn.com/nl/garen/zpagetti/zpagetti-uni


Pattern Instructions
With 2 strands of main color held together, ch 15.

Round 1
Sc in second ch from hook and in each ch across row until last ch.
Make 3 sc in last chain. Do not turn, continue working around other
side of chain with a sc in each ch until last ch. Make 3 sc in last chain.
Place stitch marker in last stitch of round and move marker each
round to keep track. (32 sc)

Round 2
Drop one strand of main color and add alternate color. You know have
one strand of main color and one strand of alternate color held
together. Sc in blo of each stitch around. (32 sc)

Round 3
Sc in each stitch around. You will go through both loops this round and
for each round going forward. (32 sc)

Round 4-10
Repeat round 3, dropping alternate color and picking back up main
color for round 9 forward.

Round 11 (handles)
Sc 4, ch 9, sk 8 stitches, insert hook into next stitch and sc 8, ch 9, sk 8
stitches, insert hook into next stitch and sc 4. (32 stitches)

Round 12
Sc 4, sc 9 around chain handle, sc 8, sc 9 around other chain handle,
sc 4.

Fasten off (I prefer the invisible fasten off) and weave in all ends.

Share your projects made using Cathedrals & Cafes patterns on
Instagram with the hashtag #CathedralsAndCafesCrochets and tag
@cathedralsandcafes to be featured on stories!
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